This paper is concerned with a concept of reconfiguration manipulability inspired from manipulability. The reconfiguration manipulability represents a shape-changeability of each intermediate link when a prior end-effector task is given. Through analyses of reconfiguration matrices, we propose a method to judge whether the plural shapechanging subtasks can be executed simultaneously or not. Then the sufficient conditions guaranteeing sustainability of reconfiguration manipulability space are presented, which are the conditions for keeping the reconfiguration manipulability as high as possible under the prior end-effector task. Further, we confirm the proposed analyses can be useful practically for evaluating the realistic manipulator's configurations and structures.
Introduction
KINEMATICALLY redundant manipulators have more DoF than necessary for accomplishing a given end-effector task. Nowadays, redundant manipulators are used for various kinds of tasks such as welding, sealing, grinding, and contact tasks. Many kinematic researches have used the redundancy to solve the problem of motion and obstacle avoidance. Up to now, a variety of indices have been proposed for evaluation of the performance of robot manipulators. The manipulability [1, 2] was presented to indicate the manipulator's ability on the view point of how much the velocity of each link can be generated by normalized joint velocity as the static performance of the manipulator. Further, Ref. [3] formulated the relation of the redundancy and the priority order of multiple tasks. Reference [4] proposed a control method of the redundancy based on priority order of tasks, and pointed out the effectiveness by actual experiments. The manipulability concept was used for cooperative arms [5] [6] [7] and for dexterous hands [8] and was used in real-time control [9] . In Ref. [7] , the authors propose a novel method for a finger-arm robot to complete an impedance control by regulating fingers manipulability in a constrained task. In Ref. [9] , a real-time control strategy to optimize control performance index by using the conjugate gradient method is presented. But the realizability of reconfiguration subtasks of the intermediate links is not discussed. In addition, the manipulating force ellipsoid [10] was presented to evaluate the static torqueforce transmission from the joints to the end-effector, while the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid [11] was presented as an index of the dynamic performance of a robot manipulator. In Ref. [12] , a new definition of a dynamic manipulability ellipsoid for redundant manipulators is proposed which leads to more correct results in evaluating manipulator capabilities in terms of task-space accelerations. The concept of inertia matching for a serial-link manipulator [13] was recently proposed as a new index of the dynamic performance of a manipulator. Then, combining the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid with the manipulability force ellipsoid, the inertia matching ellipsoid [14] was proposed to characterize the dynamic torque-force transmission efficiency. Dynamic capability equations [15] were provided as a description of robot acceleration and force capabilities, which refers to a manipulator's ability to accelerate its end-effector and to apply forces to the environment at the end-effector.
In addition, there are many researches about configuration control of redundant manipulators discussing how to use the redundancy. Within the global methods, a time-optimal control scheme for kinematically redundant manipulators has been presented to track a predefined geometric path, subjected to joint torque limits [16] , and kinematic failure tolerance has been analyzed in the environment with obstacles [17] . In Ref. [18] , Ahuactzin and Gupta have proposed a global method (Kinematic Roadmap) to find a series of reachable configurations (a feasible path) from a given initial configuration to goal position based on a concept of "reachability". Within the local methods, which controls robot's configuration with limited information about environments and so on, various approaches to obstacle avoidance for redundant manipulators have been presented [19] [20] [21] [22] including real-time control methods to avoid singular configurations [23] .
Above researches indicate that the focuses on research topics concerning redundant manipulators have been shifted from kinematical consideration into combined arguments of kinematics with dynamics. What we want to emphasize is that they were based on an implicit assumption that multiple reconfiguration motions could be realized. Please note that "reconfiguration" in this paper is used for shape-changing motion of the manipulator, while the end-effector tracks a predetermined desired pose with designated dimension. Yet, whatever the choice for the secondary task, it may not necessarily lead to complete the desired internal motion, depending on the manipulator's configuration, even
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On the other hand, the mobility of the end-effector can be evaluated by manipulability, e.g., Ref. [1] and it represents a kind of distance from singular configuration of manipulator. Contrarily to above end-effector's free motion, there has been no concept to describe reconfiguration manipulability for the secondary subtasks with prior end-effector task. We had presented a concept of the avoidance manipulability ellipsoid as an index evaluating shape-changeability of the intermediate links [24] , while the endeffector tracks the desired trajectory as shown in Fig. 1(b) , which is inspired from the manipulability concept [1] as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoids are depicted at the first and third links as partial reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoids in Fig. 1(b) , and at the second link as complete reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoid, which defines the reconfiguration space of intermediate links under the predefined end-effector task. What we want to discuss here is how to guarantee and maintain the expansion of the reconfiguration space to secure a dimension of the reconfiguration space as high as possible.
Through analyses of reconfiguration matrix, the reconfiguration ability has been closely examined, and in this paper we propose:
• Reconfiguration manipulability concept to analyze and measure shape-changeability of the intermediate links providing a prior end-effector task is given.
• Through analysis of reconfiguration matrices, whether multiple reconfiguration subtasks can be executed or not, and how many subtasks are realizable can be judged on-line.
• We confirm the proposed analyses can be useful practically for evaluating the realistic manipulator's configurations and structures.
• The sufficient conditions have been shown that it can prove mathematically the sustainability of the reconfiguration space of intermediate links by nonsingular decomposition analyses of reconfiguration matrices.
Based on the above proposals, the realizability of any reconfiguration subtasks commanded by higher motion controller can be evaluated on-line. On top of it, to enable the realizable reconfiguration subtask space to spread as global as possible, what conditions can guarantee the sustainability of realizable subtask's space dimension is important since the conditions can be a criterion to control manipulator's configuration to certify and maintain expansion of the reconfiguration manipulability space. All above main points discussed are exemplified through 4-link and 7-link redundant manipulators. Finally, we discuss that a possible development of the proposed reconfiguration manipulability concept for a humanoid robot that has a primary task to control the head pose to some object by visual servoing with other subordinate tasks of the whole body stabilizing to keep standing.
Manipulability
2.1 Redundant Manipulator's Kinematics. Providing m < n as a redundancy condition discussed in this paper, and
where _ p iþ1 2 R 3 represents linear velocity of the end of the ith link, x i 2 R 3 represents angular velocity of the ith link, it can be written as
Since q i ¼ ½q 1 ; …; q i ; 0; …; 0 T ði ¼ 1; 2; …; nÞ; J i can be described with zero block matrix
When the task space of end-effector's required motion is less than 6, the dimension of _ r i ðq i Þ has also the same value.
2.2 Manipulability Ellipsoid. Considering a set of tip velocities _ r i of all links being realizable by a set of joint angle velocities _ q i that satisfies an Euclidean norm condition, that is,
1, then the each tip velocity shapes an ellipsoid in range space of J i . These ellipsoids have been known as "manipulability ellipsoid" [1, 2] , which are described as
In (3), J þ i is pseudo-inverse of J i , and RðJ i Þ represents range space of J i .
Manipulability Measure.
Representing the volume of the "manipulability ellipsoid" of the ith link as S Mi , "manipulability measure" S M is defined as
Reconfiguration Manipulability
Here, we assume that the desired end-effector's trajectory r nd and the velocity _ r nd are given as primary task. Giving i ¼ n into Eq. (1), the desired _ r n is denoted by _ r nd , then Transactions of the ASME
In above equation, I n is n Â n unit matrix, and 1 l is an arbitrary vector satisfying 1 l 2 R n . The left superscript "1" of 1 l means the first reconfiguration subtask. In the right side of Eq. (6), the first term denotes the solution making k _ q n k minimize in the null space of J n while realizing _ r nd . The second term denotes the components of angular velocities at each joint, which can change the manipulator's shape regardless with the influence of _ r nd given arbitrarily as end-effector velocity for tracking the desired trajectory. Providing the first reconfiguration subtask, which is the first demanded velocity 1 _ r id , is given to the ith link by geometric relation of manipulator and obstacles, shall we discuss realizability of 1 _ r id in the following argument. In this research, 1 _ r id is assumed to be commanded by an reconfiguration control system of higher level and 1 _ r id can be used for general reconfiguration subtask. The relation of 1 _ r id and _ r nd is denoted in Eq. (7) by substituting Eq.
Here, we define two variables shown as
and
In Eq. (8), D 1 _ r id is called by "the first reconfiguration velocity". In Eq. (9), 1 M i is a m Â n matrix called by "the first reconfiguration matrix". Then, Eq. (8) can be rewritten as
The relation between 1 _ r id and D 1 _ r id is shown in Fig. 2 
In Eq. (11), 2 l is an arbitrary vector satisfying 2 l 2 R n . From Eq. (11), we can obtain
Assuming that 1 l is restricted as k 1 lk 1, then we obtain next relation
If rankð 1 M i Þ ¼ m, Eq. (13) represents an ellipsoid expanding in m-dimensional space, holding
which indicates that D 1 _ r id can be arbitrarily realized in mdimensional space and Eq. (10) 
Above equation describes an ellipsoid expanded in p-dimensional space. This ellipsoid is named "the first partial reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoid," which is denoted by 1P P i . Because p < m, the partial reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoid can be thought as regressed ellipsoid of the complete reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoid. We call 1 P i as the first reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoid including both 1C P i and 1P P i . According to above analysis, we can generalize as follows. LEMMA 1. The necessary and sufficient condition of Eq. (14) being held for all
…; m and r k 6 ¼ 0) and V i is the n Â n unit orthogonal matrix satisfying
does not always satisfy Eq. (14) . But the orthogonal projection of Proof of Theorem 1. From "Lemma 1," Eqs. (8) and (10), "Theorem 1" follows.
is contained in the affine space
whose dimension is also p. Proof of Theorem 2. From "Lemma 2," Eqs. (8) and (10), "Theorem 2" follows.
Reconfiguration Manipulability Measure.
Representing the volume of the "reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoid" of the ith link as S RMi , "reconfiguration manipulability measure" S RM is defined as
where S RM is similar with 1 E shown in Eq. (16) in Ref. [28] . S RMi is similar with 1 V i a i defined in Eqs. (13)- (17) in Ref. [28] .
Plural Reconfiguration Subtasks
In Sec. 3, we defined the first reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoid 1 P i ði ¼ 1; …; n À 1Þ. However, in fact, it may not be possible that these intermediate links realize their own reconfiguration velocities simultaneously. That is whether D 1 _ r id and
j l can be realized simultaneously is not guaranteed. This section discusses the multireconfiguration subtasks realization. If the first reconfiguration subtask, that is, the first reconfiguration velocity,
has been realized at a certain ith link, we will consider the possibility to execute the second reconfiguration velocity except the ith link. Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (6), we can obtain
By defining D 2 _ r jd and 2 M j as
we can obtain
The forms of Eqs. (23) and (10) are similar. Therefore, the analysis method of the second reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoid 2 P j ðj ¼ 1; …; n À 1; fj 6 ¼ igÞ and the first reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoid 1 P i are also similar. In other words, whether the second reconfiguration subtask can be realized or not depends on the rank value of second matrix 2 M j ðj ¼ 1; …; n À 1; fj 6 ¼ igÞ. If rankð 2 M j Þ 6 ¼ 0, the second subtask can be realized partially at least. If rankð 2 M j Þ ¼ 0, the second reconfiguration subtask cannot be realized. Similarly, we can judge whether the third subtask can be realized or not by the third reconfiguration matrix 3 
According to above analyses for 1 M i ; 2 M j , and 3 M k , the realizability of the fourth or more subtasks can be judged in a same manner.
Here, we show judgment sequence by a flow chart shown in Fig. 3 when b reconfiguration subtasks are demanded. i denotes the number of link, a(a ¼ 1; 2; …; b) denotes the priority order of reconfiguration subtasks, a _ r id means the arbitrarily demanded reconfiguration velocity for the ith link as the ath reconfiguration subtask. According to Fig. 3 , whether the arbitrary a _ r id and the end-effector velocity _ r nd are both realized or not can be judged through D a _ r id recurrently.
5 Analysis of rankð 1 M i Þ Maintaining rankð 1 M i Þ of intermediate links to be as high as possible is the essential requirement for configuration control to optimize manipulator's shape in view of high reconfiguration manipulability. And it is the first step to design an on-line control system of a redundant manipulator with high shape-changeability based on reconfiguration manipulability. We want to stress here previous researches have not paid attention to how to guarantee rankð 1 M i Þ to assure the required avoiding task to be realizable. In fact, a similar concept of 1 M i had initially been defined and used for controlling the redundant manipulator's configuration based on prioritized multiple tasks [25] . However, the proposed controller in Ref. [25] do not concern the possibility that the range space of 1 M i could be reduced by singular configuration and it cannot decouple the interacting motions of multiple tasks even though the redundant degree be much higher than the required motion degree of the multiple tasks. Even in our previous researches about avoidance manipulability optimization [26] and on-line control system [27, 28] of a redundant manipulator, we did not guarantee the sustainability of the range space of 1 M i . In this Transactions of the ASME section, we will propose three assumptions named as "Practical Configuration Assumption," "Nonsingular Configuration Assumption" and "Full-Nonsingular Configuration Assumption," they can provide a configuration control criterion as primary control objective to keep the shape-changeability by avoiding singular configuration.
Mathematical Descriptions
5.1.1 Mathematical Definitions. When rankðJ n Þ ¼ m; J n can be decomposed by
In Eqs. (25) and (26), U is m Â m orthogonal matrix satisfying
R is m Â n matrix, which includes a diagonal matrix composing of m nonzero singular values of J n and the rest parts are all zero elements. R þ is n Â m matrix. Generally, V can be defined with column vectorŝ v i ði ¼ 1; 2; …; nÞ by
V can be redefined with row vectors v i ði ¼ 1; 2; …; nÞ by
In addition, we know that J n can be also decomposed by
and J þ n can be decomposed by
In Eqs. (29) and (30), U m is m Â m matrix satisfying
According to above discussion, we can clearly obtain the relations of U and U m , V and V m ; R and
In above equation, V m is defined using first m column vectorŝ v j ðj ¼ 1; 2; …; mÞ in Eq. (27) as
where V m is redefined referring to row vectors v i ði ¼ 1; 2; …; nÞ in Eq. (28) as
where V nÀm is the rest block part of V except V m . So, V nÀm can be denoted using column vectorsv j ðj ¼ m þ 1; …; nÞ in Eq. (27) as
where V nÀm can be redenoted referring to row vectors v i ði ¼ 1; 2; …; nÞ in Eq. (28) as 
We can divide V nÀm as 
where
Then, according to Eqs. (25) and (26) and referring to Eq. (39), L n can be decomposed by
The above decomposition of L n is a preparation for the decomposition of 1 M i , following in Sec. 5.2.
5.2 Description of rankð 1 M i Þ. Proofs of "Propositions," "Lemmas," "Theorems," and "Corollaries" in this subsection are all given in "Appendix".
PROPOSITION a. (1 i n and 1 a b n). From Eq. (2), we know that J i is a m Â n matrix composed of column vectors e j ij ð1 j iÞ and 0 as
is a m Â ðb À a þ 1Þ matrix, which only includes the ath to the bth column vectors of J i as
In this way, J nÀmþ1!n n represents a block matrix comprising the last m column vectors of J n .
LEMMA a. Assuming rankðJ nÀmþ1!n n Þ ¼ m, we have rankðV i;ðnÀmÞ Þ ¼ minfi; n À mg; ð1 i nÞ (48) rankðJ i Þ ¼ minfi; mg means that if i < m the configuration of the 1st link to ith link is nonsingular, and if i ! m the configuration of the 1st link to ith link is nonsingular in the sense that the configuration is available for the ith link to achieve a motion in m dimension space.
5.2.1
The Practical Configuration Assumption. According to "Lemma a" and "Proposition b," we obtain the next theorem.
THEOREM a. Giving the practical configuration assumption for any manipulator as ðaÞ: rankðJ n nÀmþ1!n Þ ¼ m
with p i 2 f0; 1; …; mg, we have
The assumption (a) in Eq. (49) represents that the configuration from the (n -m)th link to the nth link is nonsingular. The next assumption (b i ) is affected by many factors such as the structure of manipulator, variables choice of end-effector task and manipulator's configuration and so on, so rankðJ i Þ is given by an unspecified value p i to make the assumption be practical. For verifying the practicality of concept of reconfiguration manipulability, here we use our original robot named "PA11" to evaluate reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoid. "PA11" is a 7-link redundant manipulator (n ¼ 7) and its end-effector can execute the task in three-dimensional position space (m ¼ 3). The structure of "PA11" is shown in Fig. 4 , where all joints are rotational and their rotational directions are given by z-axis of each link coordinate z i . Considering the structure of "PA11", and assuming that the end-effector of "PA11" executes the task in three-dimensional position space, that is p i ¼ ½x; y; z T . When "PA11" is set by Fig. 5(a) , we can simply find that the conditions in Eq. (49) given as On the other hand, from Eq. (9) we can calculate
In Eq. (54), rankð
The reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoids given by Eq. (13) or Eq. (15) are shown in Fig. 5(b) , where the 1st link does not possess the reconfiguration manipulability since rankð 1 M 1 Þ ¼ 0. The 2nd and 3rd links possess the reconfiguration manipulability in two-dimensional position space since rankð Eq. (54) , the ellipsoids are vertical with the principal axes of the 2nd link and 3rd link, respectively, here please note that the ellipsoid of the 3rd link is somewhat larger than the ellipsoid of the 2nd link because of influence of the length of the 3rd link, that is l 3 . The 4th and 5th links possess the reconfiguration manipulability in three-dimensional position space since rankð 1 M 4 Þ ¼ 3 and rankð 1 M 5 Þ ¼ 3, the 6th link possesses the reconfiguration manipulability in two-dimensional position space since rankð 1 M 7 Þ ¼ 2, which is vertical with the 7th link. These results prove the consistency between "Theorem a" and practice.
When we change the shape of "PA11" with the same structure and link length. For example, the shape is changed into q 1 ¼ 0 deg; q 2 ¼ À120 deg;q 3 Next, we will discuss the reconfiguration manipulability by changing the manipulator's structure as a parameter. When we change the structure of "PA11" in length of links. For example, l 7 is increased into 0.3 m from 0.1 m, or l 6 is increased into 0. However, as shown in Fig. 18 
we can find the 4th link only possesses the reconfiguration manipulability in two-dimensional position space, that is
This case shows the necessity of the assumption (a) to assure the results of "Theorem a."
The Nonsingular Configuration
Assumption. "Theorem a" is to include realistic situation into the assumptions as ðb i Þ, here we want to make the assumptions ideal for guaranteeing higher reconfiguration manipulability.
THEOREM b. Let i be arbitrarily fixed such that 1 i n À 1. Giving the nonsingular configuration assumption as 
If m < n < 2m
Here, please note that the above assumption just declares rankðJ n nÀmþ1!n Þ and rankðJ i Þ, which indicates the rankðJ p Þðp 6 ¼ iÞ does not explicitly relate to rankð 1 M i Þ. Along to this consideration, we name the second assumption as ðb i Þ, which only concerns directly with kinematics from the base link to the ith link as shown in Fig. 19(a) .
The Full-Nonsingular Configuration Assumption.
Following the previous assumption in "Theorem b," we want to pursue further full ideal assumptions to enlarge the reconfiguration manipulability to be maximum.
THEOREM c. Given the full-nonsingular configuration assumption as rankðJ i !þmÀ1 Þ ¼ minfi; mg;
ðall i satisfying 1 i n; ¼ maxfi À m þ 1; 1gÞ (59) the results Eqs. (57) and (58) are guaranteed. This means all possible partial configuration constituted by successive m links should be non-singular. The structure description of "Full-Nonsingular Configuration Assumption" is shown in Fig. 19(b) . Because Eq. (59) includes Eq. (56), the results Eqs. (57) and (58) can be guaranteed.
Both the "Nonsingular Configuration Assumption" and "FullNon-Singular Configuration Assumption" can guarantee Eqs. (57) and (58) from mathematical viewpoint. If we compare them from robotic viewpoint, on the one hand, the former is lower than the latter in the consideration of restriction degree of assumptions themselves. On the other hand, the former is wider than the latter in the consideration of their availability. However given multiple reconfiguration subtasks, the configuration complying full-nonsingular configuration assumption can keep higher reconfiguration manipulability for multiple reconfiguration subtasks since "Nonsingular Configuration Assumption" allows singular configuration in the "free area" of intermediate links depicted in Fig. 19(a) , which reduces reconfiguration ability for further subtasks.
5.3 Judgment of Stoppage Possibility. For intermediate links, the simplest reconfiguration behavior is stop. This stoppingavoiding strategy will be exemplified in Sec. 6.2 with 7-link manipulator as shown in Fig. 26 .
COROLLARY a. Assumming the first reconfiguration subtask 1 _ r id in Eq. (8) is given as
If we consider the case of n À m < i n, the number of remaining links, i.e., from (n -m þ 1)th link to nth link, is m -1 and the dimensional number being realized by remaining links is less than m. Then, the realizable DoF of the remaining links becomes insufficient to keep the desired end-effector trajectory _ r nd in m-dimensional space. So, discussing the stopping possibility of links within n À m < i n is out of the extent of prerequisite condition of arbitrarily given end-effector trajectory r nd and _ r nd . Hence, here we think that the intermediate links satisfying 1 i n À m are possible to be stopped. Referring to the example of Fig. 26 , we can find that only the links, the 1st to the 5th, can be stopped when the task of the end-effector has been given primarily. This result is consistent with "Corollary a," only when 1 i 5, Eq. (60) holds. To realize the given position of the end-effector at r 4d ¼ ð0:6; 0:3Þ, the joint angles are chosen to be q 1 ¼ 80 deg; q 2 ¼ À30 deg; q 3 ¼ À36 deg, and q 4 ¼ À66 deg, respectively, as a possible choice. In this given configuration, the manipulability ellipsoids and the reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoids are shown in Figs. 21 and 22, respectively. From Fig. 21 , we can find that the size of manipulability ellipsoids becomes bigger and bigger as the link order increases. However, from Fig. 22 , the reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoids corresponding to the first and the third links ( 1P P 1 and 1P P 3 ) are denoted by two segments, which are partial reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoids represented by Eq. (15) , meaning the first link and the third link can generate reconfiguration velocity along only one direction being vertical with the first link and the fourth link, respectively. The reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoid corresponding to the second link ( 1C P 2 ) is complete reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoids denoted in Eq. (13) on the condition of rankð 1 M 2 Þ ¼ 2. From the shape of reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoid 1C P 2 , the longer main axis of 1C P 2 means the direction along which the second link can generate the highest reconfiguration velocity, the shorter main axis of 1C P 2 means the direction along which the link generates the smallest velocity.
From Fig. 22 , we can find that the size of the reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoids spreads from the manipulator's base, also spreading reversely from the end-effector to the base, which results in an improved reconfiguration manipulability for joints which are more or less the middle of the kinematic chain. The redundant manipulator in the plane will always have degenerated ellipsoids 1P P 1 and 1P P nÀ1 . Moreover, by comparing Fig. 21 with Fig. 22 , it is clear that the size of each avoidance manipulability ellipsoid in Fig. 21 is smaller than the corresponding size of manipulability ellipsoid in Fig. 22 because the singular values of 1 M i are smaller than the ones of J i .
If the end-effector of the manipulator r 4d is designated at three different positions on the x-axis, as (0.3, 0.0), (0.6, 0.0), and (0.9, 0.0). The initial configuration of manipulator is that Transactions of the ASME q 1 ¼ 100 deg; q 2 ¼ À60 deg; q 3 ¼ À80 deg; and q 4 ¼ À60 deg. Figures 23 and 24 show the manipulability ellipsoids and the reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoids of the second link when the end-effector of the manipulator is fixed at these three different positions, respectively. By comparing Fig. 23 with Fig. 24 , we can see that the size of manipulability ellipsoid does not change so much, adversely, the size of reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoid changes remarkably. We evaluate the manipulability measure and the reconfiguration manipulability measure by the sum of their ellipsoid areas. Figure 25 shows the changes of manipulability measure S M2 in Eq. (4) and reconfiguration manipulability measure S RM2 in Eq. (18) of the second link, while the endeffector of the manipulator changes from (0.0, 0.0) to (1.0, 0.0) in x-axis. Please note that manipulability measure and reconfiguration manipulability measure are evaluated by the area of manipulability ellipsoid and reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoid. From Fig. 25 , we find that the second link can keep the high manipulability measure in the whole moving extent. However, the reconfiguration manipulability measure of the second link decreases quickly as the end-effector of the manipulator is far away the root of the first link, which indicates that it is better to make the end-effector of the manipulator do something such as trajectory tracking or obstacle avoidance near the root of the first link for keep higher reconfiguration manipulability. Fig. 26 , the center of obstacle is fixed at (0.25, 0.10). In Fig. 27 , the center of obstacle is fixed at (0.31, 0.25). In the process of trajectory tracking of the end-effector, the ith link will be stopped (the demanded reconfiguration velocity is zero discussed in Sec. 5.3) for avoiding the collision with the obstacle once the distance between the tip of the ith link r i and the center of the obstacle is less than 1.25 r.
From Fig. 26 , in the process of trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance, the tip of the first link is stopped when it nears the obstacle, that is to say, the first demanded reconfiguration velocity 1 _ r d1 ¼ 0 is realized (the first reconfiguration subtask is finished). Then, the size of the second reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoids changes after finishing the first reconfiguration subtask. The second reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoid of the second link becomes a segment, and the others become smaller. In this way, the manipulator can execute the second (
, and fifth demanded reconfiguration subtasks ( 5 _ r d5 ¼ 0) in sequence. The changed reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoids become segment or smaller after finishing the current reconfiguration subtask. Finally, the manipulator finishes the desired trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance, however, the reconfiguration ability of whole manipulator disappears and it cannot continue to track trajectory and avoid obstacle simultaneously after these five demanded reconfiguration subtasks have been realized because redundancy has disappeared. This specific example in Fig. 26 just verifies "Corollary b".
In Fig. 27 , in the process of trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance, the first reconfiguration subtask ( 1 _ r d3 ¼ 0) is given to the tip of the third link. After finishing this first reconfiguration subtask, the second reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoids become smaller, especially, the second reconfiguration manipulability ellipsoids of the second and fourth links become segments. Then, the second and third reconfiguration subtasks are given to the fourth and fifth links respectively, that is, 2 _ r d4 ¼ 0 and 3 _ r d5 ¼ 0. Finally, the manipulator finishes the desired trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance, it cannot continue to track trajectory and avoid obstacle simultaneously after these three reconfiguration subtasks are finished. However, the first and second links still possess the reconfiguration ability in Fig. 27 . This is the difference between Figs. 26 and 27. These results are consistent with "Corollary a" and "Corollary b".
Discussion
Here, we will conceptually introduce the reconfiguration manipulability into the application of humanoid robot as an example. As shown in Fig. 28 , there is a humanoid robot with visual servoing system. The whole body of this humanoid robot, from the foots to the head, can be described by a redundant manipulator. The foots touch the ground and are fixed at the base coordinate. The head may be thought to represent the end-effector of the redundant manipulator. Especially, the robot's eyes are used as visual servoing system by installing a camera or several ones. Humanoid robot mainly has two kinds of tasks. On the one hand, visual servoing system is used for executing the prior endeffector task, by which the camera can on-line track some moving target to keep its head's pose as required. On the other hand, some appropriate shape-adjustments of the body by controlling the motion of the intermediate links for keeping the stability of humanoid robot are thought to be reconfiguration subtasks.
According to above discussion, the possibility of stabilizing control as the secondary subtasks can be described in the Transactions of the ASME reconfiguration space and restricted strictly in the range space of 1 M i , which is the main result of this research. Therefore, based on the sufficient conditions to keep the expansion of the reconfiguration space, the dimension of the stabilizing motion of the humanoid robot can be maintained by "Non-Singular Configuration Assumption" or "Full-Non-Singular Configuration Assumption," since it guarantees the sustainability of stabilizing motion.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed reconfiguration manipulability concept to measure shape-changeability of the intermediate links providing a prior end-effector task is given. Through analyses of multiple reconfiguration matrices, whether multiple reconfiguration subtasks can be executed or not, and how many subtasks are realizable can be judged on-line. Furthermore, the sufficient conditions have been shown that they can prove mathematically the sustainability of the reconfiguration space of intermediate links by nonsingular decomposition analyses of reconfiguration matrix. Further, we confirmed the proposed analyses can be useful practically for evaluating the realistic manipulator's configurations and structures.
Besides being applied in obstacle avoidance of redundant manipulator discussed in this research as a basic example, reconfiguration manipulability can be used to analyze the realizability of body balancing motion of the humanoid robot as a subtask with prior head motion. Therefore, we think that the proposal of reconfiguration manipulability can lay fundamental base for a particular research direction for redundant robot. ts and suggestions on this paper. then, from Eq. (A12), we can obtain
Because of the condition that
then, from Eq. (A13), we can obtain
A T and A can be expressed by singular value decomposition as
In Eqs. (A18) and (A19),
According to Eqs. (A17) and (A20), we can obtain
then, we can obtain
In Eq. (A23), because rankðBÞ ¼ m and rankð A UÞ ¼ m (here, please note that B and A U are m Â m matrices), so we can obtain
If n ! 2m, according to Eqs. (A17) and (A21), we can obtain
In Eq. (A25), because of Eq. (A24), we can obtain
and because rankð A VÞ ¼ n À m and Eq. (A26), we can obtain rankðCC T Þ ¼ n À m, that is, rankðCÞ ¼ n À m. On the other hand, if m < n < 2m, according to Eqs. (A17) and (A21), we can obtain
In above equation, because n À m < m, we can obtain the relation as
(A24) and rankðI 2mÀn Þ ¼ 2m À n, we can obtain
and because rankð A VÞ ¼ n À m and Eq. (A27), we can obtain rankðCC T Þ ¼ n À m, that is, rankðCÞ ¼ n À m. According to above discussion, in the two conditions of n ! 2m and m < n < 2m, we can obtain (here, please note C ¼ V ðnÀmÞ;ðnÀmÞ in Eq. (39) Proof of Theorem a. According to Eqs. (2), (45), and (48), "Theorem a" follows.
Proof of Theorem b. If fn ! 2mg \ f1 i < mg or fm < n < 2mg \ f1 i < n À mg, we know that i < m n À m or i < n À m < m, by inputting these conditions into "Theorem a" Eq. (50), we can obtain
If fn ! 2mg \ fm i n À mg, we know that m i n À m, by inputting this condition into "Theorem a" Eq. (50), we can obtain
If fm < n < 2mg \ fn À m i mg, we know that n À m i m, by inputting this condition into "Theorem a" Eq. (50), we can obtain
If fn ! 2mg \ fn À m < i n À 1g, we know that m n Àm < i, by inputting this condition into "Theorem a" Eq. (50), we can obtain
If fm < n < 2mg \ fm < i n À 1g, we know that n À m < m < i, by inputting this condition into "Theorem a" Eq. (50), we can obtain which is identical to "nonsingular configuration assumption ðb i Þ" of "Theorem a". In this way, we finish the proof that "Full-NonSingular Configuration Assumption" includes "Nonsingular configuration assumption ðb i Þ. 
Since _ r nd has been assumed to be given arbitrarily in m-dimension, it follows 
and rankðD 0 Þ ¼ minfi; n À mg ¼ i
because rankðV i;ðnÀmÞ Þ þ rankðV T nÀm Þ À ðn À mÞ rankðD 0 Þ min frankðV i;ðnÀmÞ Þ; rankðV T nÀm Þg, that is rankðV i;ðnÀmÞ Þ rankðD 0 Þ minfrankðV i;ðnÀmÞ Þ; n À mg, that is minfi; n À mg rankðD 0 Þ minfminfi; n À mg; n À mg, resulting in rankðD 0 Þ ¼ i in this case referring to Eq. (A33).
Then, if f1 i < m n À mg [ f1 i n À m < mg, we can obtain
